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Reason codes are used to post stock adjustments to different nominal codes other than the 
default Cost Of Goods Sold (COGS) code. 

If no reason code is used, stock adjustments will post to the default COGS code which is 
usually 5800. 

Reason codes might be used to post to a damages or lost items nominal account so that this 
can be analysed in the management accounts.  

To setup reason codes navigate to the reason option which is within the setup section of the 
Inventory module.  
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The reason grid will be displayed.  Any existing reason codes will be shown in the grid.  

1) Click new to create a new reason code.  A blank line will be created in the grid and 
the cursor will be in the code field ready for entry.  

2) Enter a reason code for the new reason.  This should be unique and kept as short as 
possible.  

3) Enter a description for the reason code.  This can have more information as to what 
the reason code is for.  

4) Select the account (nominal) code which the adjustment should post to when this 
reason is used.  
NB – If no account code is used then the default COGS code will be used.  

5) The active tick box denotes if the reason code will appear for selection when a stock 
adjustment is done.  This needs to be ticked if the reason code is to be used.  

6) Once the reason has been setup click the save and close button to commit the 
changes.  
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When entering a stock adjustment, the reason dropdown box will contain any reason codes 
that have been setup.  

 

 


